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The Negro Motorist Green Book Entangled:
Brazen
Winner of: The Pulitzer Prize The National
Book Critics Circle Award The Anisfield-Wolf
Book Award The Jon Sargent, Sr. First Novel
Prize A Time Magazine #1 Fiction Book of the

Year One of the best books of 2007 according
to: The New York Times, San Francisco
Chronicle, New York Magazine, Entertainment
Weekly, The Boston Globe, Los Angeles
Times, The Washington Post, People, The
Village Voice, Time Out New York, Salon,
Baltimore City Paper, The Christian Science
Monitor, Booklist, Library Journal, Publishers
Weekly, New York Public Library, and many
more... Nominated as one of America’s best-
loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read Oscar is a sweet but disastrously
overweight ghetto nerd who—from the New
Jersey home he shares with his old world
mother and rebellious sister—dreams of
becoming the Dominican J.R.R. Tolkien and,

most of all, finding love. But Oscar may never
get what he wants. Blame the fukú—a curse
that has haunted Oscar’s family for
generations, following them on their epic
journey from Santo Domingo to the USA.
Encapsulating Dominican-American history,
The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao opens
our eyes to an astonishing vision of the
contemporary American experience and
explores the endless human capacity to
persevere—and risk it all—in the name of love.
Can I Keep My Jersey? Anchor
From iconic NBA All-Star Carmelo
Anthony comes a New York Times
bestselling memoir about growing up in
the housing projects of Red Hook and
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Baltimore—a brutal world Where
Tomorrows Aren’t Promised. For a long
time, Carmelo Anthony’s world wasn’t
any larger than the view of the hoopers
and hustlers he watched from the side
window of his family’s first-floor project
apartment in Red Hook, Brooklyn. He
couldn’t dream any bigger than emulating
his older brothers and cousin, much less
going on to become a basketball champion
on the world stage. He faced palpable
dangers growing up in the housing
projects of Red Hook and West
Baltimore’s Murphy Homes (a.k.a.
Murder Homes, subject of HBO’s The
Wire). He navigated an education system
that ignored, exploited, or ostracized him.
He suffered the untimely deaths of his
closely held loved ones. He struggled to
survive physically and emotionally. But
with the strength of family and the
guidance of key mentors on the streets
and on the court, he pushed past lethal
odds to endure and thrive. By the time
Carmelo found himself at the NBA Draft at
Madison Square Garden in 2003 preparing
to embark on his legendary career, he
wondered: How did a kid who’d had so
many hopes, dreams, and expectations
beaten out of him by a world of violence,
poverty, and racism make it here at all?
Carmelo’s story is one of strength and
determination; of dribbling past players

bigger and tougher than him, while also
weaving around vial caps and needles
strewn across the court; where dealers
and junkies lined one side of the asphalt
and kids playing jacks and Double Dutch
lined the other; where rims had no nets,
and you better not call a foul—a place
Where Tomorrows Aren’t Promised.

The Story of the Mullica
River Running Press Adult
In The Process Is The
Product, Paul Shirley
outlines his philosophy
around building processes --
a theory developed thanks to
a wide-ranging life that has
included an engineering
degree, a writing career, and
several stops in the NBA.
Featuring plenty of humor,
humility, and outside
sources, this is a book
designed to equip readers
with the tools to break big
projects into smaller tasks
while learning to love the
work along the way.
Jersey Genesis Entangled: Brazen
An electrifying biography of one of the most

extraordinary scientists of the twentieth century
and the world he made. The smartphones in
our pockets and computers like brains. The
vagaries of game theory and evolutionary
biology. Nuclear weapons and self-replicating
spacecrafts. All bear the fingerprints of one
remarkable, yet largely overlooked, man: John
von Neumann. Born in Budapest at the turn of
the century, von Neumann is one of the most
influential scientists to have ever lived. A child
prodigy, he mastered calculus by the age of
eight, and in high school made lasting
contributions to mathematics. In Germany,
where he helped lay the foundations of
quantum mechanics, and later at Princeton,
von Neumann’s colleagues believed he had
the fastest brain on the planet—bar none. He
was instrumental in the Manhattan Project and
the design of the atom bomb; he helped
formulate the bedrock of Cold War geopolitics
and modern economic theory; he created the
first ever programmable digital computer; he
prophesized the potential of nanotechnology;
and, from his deathbed, he expounded on the
limits of brains and computers—and how they
might be overcome. Taking us on an
astonishing journey, Ananyo Bhattacharya
explores how a combination of genius and
unique historical circumstance allowed a single
man to sweep through a stunningly diverse
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array of fields, sparking revolutions wherever he
went. The Man from the Future is an insightful
and thrilling intellectual biography of the
visionary thinker who shaped our century.
The Jersey Brothers Simon and Schuster
A #1 New York Times bestseller and the
first novel in a brand-new series—from
bestselling author Abbi Glines—about a
small Southern town filled with cute boys
in pickup trucks, Friday night football
games, and crazy parties that stir up some
major drama. To everyone who knows him,
West Ashby has always been that guy: the
cocky, popular, way-too-handsome-for-his-
own-good football god who led Lawton
High to the state championships. But while
West may be Big Man on Campus on the
outside, on the inside he’s battling the grief
that comes with watching his father slowly
die of cancer. Two years ago, Maggie
Carleton’s life fell apart when her father
murdered her mother. And after she told the
police what happened, she stopped
speaking and hasn’t spoken since. Even the
move to Lawton, Alabama, couldn’t draw
Maggie back out. So she stayed quiet,
keeping her sorrow and her fractured heart
hidden away. As West’s pain becomes too

much to handle, he knows he needs to talk to
someone about his father—so in the dark
shadows of a post-game party, he opens up
to the one girl who he knows won’t tell
anyone else. West expected that talking
about his dad would bring some relief, or at
least a flood of emotions he couldn’t
control. But he never expected the quiet
new girl to reply, to reveal a pain even
deeper than his own—or for them to form a
connection so strong that he couldn’t ever
let her go…
Crashed Out Can I Keep My Jersey?11 Teams,
5 Countries, and 4 Years in My Life As a
Basketball Vagabond
.
A Missing Naval Officer in the Pacific and His
Family's Quest to Bring Him Home Harmony
Synopsis I Gave My Heart to A Jersey Killa Haven
Banks is the deadliest man in Jersey, and he loves
it. The fear and pain he inflicts on people gives
him a high he can't come down from. However; he
will meet his match in the last person he expected.
Never backing down from another, things become
chaotic and Haven will find out not everyone is
who they say. Armonie loves her boyfriend of two
years but what happens when love isn't enough?
She struggles to keep her relationship in tact even
though the man could care less. His purpose of
being in her life this long, has nothing to do with

love. However; Armonie finds out too late and he
refuses to let go until he gets what he came for. VJ
Davis is a legit businessman and will tell you the
street life isn't for him. That is until he meets a
woman who captivates him from the very
beginning. Unfortunately, he has a woman in his
life, who is not going to allow anyone to take her
spot in his life. When the truth comes out, only one
of them will remain standing.
Sooley Random House
* WINNER OF THE 2020 TELEGRAPH
SPORTS BOOK AWARDS CYCLING BOOK
OF THE YEAR* Discover this 100-year
anniversary celebration of the hardest-earned and
most sacred prize in sport, the Tour de France's
Yellow Jersey. In 2019, the cycling world will
celebrate the 100th anniversary of sport's most
iconic and distinguished prize: the Yellow Jersey.
Beautifully produced and packed full of interviews
with riders such as Chris Froome, Thomas
Voeckler and the oldest living wearer of the
Yellow Jersey at 94, Antonin Rolland, The Yellow
Jersey is a fitting celebration of the 'maillot jaune'.
In 1919 the leading rider was first instructed to
wear the Yellow Jersey, following a campaign
from fans and journalists who were struggling to
identify the winning rider. 100 years on, the jersey
has passed into almost sacred status. You'll never
see an amateur rider wearing yellow - it is reserved
purely for those who have sacrificed themselves in
the world's greatest race. Cossins will take the
reader on a journey to the origins of the jersey and
its early winners. He'll explore the effect of
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wearing yellow as a motivator and occasionally as a
curse. Beautifully produced with original
photography, The Yellow Jersey is an exquisite
tribute to the greatest trophy in sport. 'Without
doubt the most beautiful book to land on our desk
this year... we can't recommend this book enough'
Cycling Weekly
The Jersey MP Esham
The phenomenal International Number One
Bestseller with exclusive interviews with Richie
McCaw, Steve Hansen, Beauden Barrett and Dan
Carter, The Jersey is the first definitive story
behind the greatest sports team on the planet.
'Extremely well written. Compelling, accurate,
insightful and brilliant in the way it captures the
New Zealand way. - John Hart, former All Blacks
coach. With a better winning record than any other
sports team in history, they stand head and
shoulders above their nearest rugby rivals. How
did a country of just 4.8 million people conquer
the world? Peter Bills, who has reported on
international rugby for more than forty years, was
given exclusive access to all the key figures in
New Zealand rugby as he set out to understand the
secrets behind the All Blacks success. From Steve
Hansen to Beauden Barrett, Richie McCaw to the
late Sir Colin Meads, Peter Bills talked at length
with over ninety people, both in New Zealand and
around the world, with intimate knowledge of
what makes the All Blacks tick. This is a story of
the first settlers, and the 'Originals' who forged the
All Blacks legacy, right through to modern times.
It draws heavily on the contributions made by all

New Zealanders: players, coaches, officials,
supporters and those who have worn the most
recognized jersey in the world. Intrinsically, The
Jersey goes to the heart of the All Blacks success. It
is also an epic story of not just a rugby team but a
nation, whose identities are inextricably linked.
Additionally, it debates a question, terrifying for
any of their opponents. Could the All Blacks get
even better?

11 Teams, 5 Countries, and 4 Years in My
Life as a Basketball Vagabond W. W.
Norton & Company
Vinny Guadagnino, star of Jersey Shore,
discusses his lifelong struggle to control the
effects of social anxiety and stress, and
teaches readers the tools and techniques
he's used to stay calm and maintain his
sanity in all types of crazy situations--both
on and off the show. For more than a
decade Vinny has been keeping a secret
from his family, his friends, his castmates,
and his fans: the fact that he's not as
carefree and stress-free as he appears.
Vinny suffers from panic attacks that strike
without warning. They plagued him
throughout his teens, forced him to move
home from college, and tormented him
during the first season of Jersey Shore.
After fleeing the set during the filming of

the fifth season of the show, Vinny realized
he could no longer keep his problems to
himself. It was time to speak out. In this
book, Vinny discusses how he's confronted
his demons head on, and he gives readers
the tools to do so themselves. For the
millions of his fans who are also feeling
overwhelmed with the world around them
and by their own thoughts, Vinny offers a
practical plan for taking control of your life,
your body, and your mind.
Gangsters on Vacation Kimani Press
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the
Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the
Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large
cities, but other classifications that will be
found useful wherever he may be. Also facts
and information that the Negro Motorist can
use and depend upon. There are thousands of
places that the public doesn't know about and
aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so
send in their names and addresses and the kind
of business, so that we might pass it along to
the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find
it handy on your travels, whether at home or in
some other state, and is up to date. Each year
we are compiling new lists as some of these
places move, or go out of business and new
business places are started giving added
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employment to members of our race.
Wound Tight World Book
Forced to kill a stranger who attacks her while
looking for her missing cousin, third-
generation trucker Hazel Moran, goes in search
of her missing cousin, Micah, and her father's
Freightliner, also missing.
Control the Crazy Pan Macmillan
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER •
John Grisham takes you to a different kind
of court in his first basketball novel.
Samuel “Sooley” Sooleymon is a raw,
young talent with big hoop dreams—and
even bigger challenges off the court. “Hard
to put down ... the pages turn quickly ...
building to a climax that won’t leave
readers doubting whether this is a John
Grisham novel.” —Associated Press In the
summer of his seventeenth year, Samuel
Sooleymon gets the chance of a lifetime: a
trip to the United States with his South
Sudanese teammates to play in a showcase
basketball tournament. He has never been
away from home, nor has he ever been on
an airplane. The opportunity to be scouted
by dozens of college coaches is a dream
come true. Samuel is an amazing athlete,
with speed, quickness, and an astonishing

vertical leap. The rest of his game, though,
needs work, and the American coaches are
less than impressed. During the tournament,
Samuel receives devastating news from
home: A civil war is raging across South
Sudan, and rebel troops have ransacked his
village. His father is dead, his sister is
missing, and his mother and two younger
brothers are in a refugee camp. Samuel
desperately wants to go home, but it’s just
not possible. Partly out of sympathy, the
coach of North Carolina Central offers him
a scholarship. Samuel moves to Durham,
enrolls in classes, joins the team, and
prepares to sit out his freshman season.
There is plenty of more mature talent and he
isn’t immediately needed. But Samuel has
something no other player has: a fierce
determination to succeed so he can bring his
family to America. He works tirelessly on
his game, shooting baskets every morning at
dawn by himself in the gym, and soon he’s
dominating everyone in practice. With the
Central team losing and suffering injury
after injury, Sooley, as he is nicknamed, is
called off the bench. And the legend begins.
But how far can Sooley take his team? And
will success allow him to save his family?

Gripping and moving, Sooley showcases
John Grisham’s unparalleled storytelling
powers in a whole new light. This is
Grisham at the top of his game.
New Jersey Family Law Simon and Schuster
"They are three brothers, all navy men, who end up
coincidentally and extraordinarily at the epicenter
of three of World War II's most crucial moments.
Bill is tapped by Franklin D. Roosevelt to run the
first Map Room in Washington. Benny is the
gunnery and antiaircraft officer on the USS
Enterprise, one of the only ships to escape Pearl
Harbor and, by the end of 1942, the last aircraft
carrier left in the Pacific to defend against the
Japanese. Barton, the youngest, gets a plum
commission in the Navy Supply Corps because his
mother wants him out of harm's way. But this
protection plan backfires when Barton is sent to
the Philippines and listed as missing-in-action after
a Japanese attack. Now it is up to Bill and Benny
to rescue him. Based on ten years of research
drawn from archives around the world, interviews
with fellow shipmates and POWs, and letters half-
forgotten in basements, The Jersey Brothers
whisks readers from America's front porches to
Roosevelt's White House, from Pearl Harbor to
Midway and Bataan, and from the Pacific
battlefronts to the stately home of a fierce New
Jersey mother. At its heart The Jersey Brothers is a
family story, written by one of its own in intimate,
novelistic detail. It is a remarkable tale of agony
and triumph; of an ordinary young man who shows
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extraordinary courage as the enemy does everything
short of killing him; and of brotherly love tested
under the tortures of war."--Jacket.
The Man from the Future: The Visionary Life
of John von Neumann Random House
Explores haunted places, local legends, crazy
characters, and unusual roadside attractions
found in New Jersey.
Jersey Six Grand Central Publishing
Dorothy Parker, Bebe Neuwirth, Sandra Dee,
Susan Sarandon, Meryl Streep--there are
endless examples of Jersey Girls who prove
they are a breed of broad worth celebrating.
New Jersey is in the media everywhere these
days, with no fewer than seven major
television shows focusing on Jersey culture.
Cool, confident Jersey Girls have inspired far
beyond the boundaries of Bayonne, and now
their moxy and mighty hair have propelled
them to star status. Jersey Girls is an edgy, hip,
and loving homage that profiles the likes of
Hollywood's A-list in exclusive interviews as
well as the famous-in-their-own-right "down-
the-shore" girls. All the hot topics are covered,
from style at the shoreline to Jersey Girl
"Tawk." Illustrated with a brashy mix of
vintage and modern photography, the book
takes us from Atlantic City to the George
Washington Bridge to capture the spirit of the
true Jersey Girl.

How a Sports-Mad Kid from Jersey Became
Like Family to Generations of Big Leaguers
Random House Digital, Inc.
In a revealing account of what it is really like to try
to make it in the NBA, a basketball journeyman
details his years playing in the NBA and around
the world, offering entertaining anecdotes and
commentary on which the team has the best
cheerleaders, why Christ is taking over the NBA,
and why his IQ has dropped since he began
hanging out with professional athletes. Reprint.
30,000 first printing.

New Jersey Foreclosure Law & Practice
2017 Villard Books
He’s been called a journeyman. Even Paul
wouldn’t dispute that classification.
Regardless, Bill Simmons, ESPN’s “The
Sports Guy,” has said of Paul Shirley, “We
could finally have an answer to the
question ‘What would it be like if one of
our friends was an NBA player?” There’s
no denying that Paul Shirley is the closest
thing pro basketball’s got to Odysseus. In
Homeric fashion, he has logged time
practically everywhere in the roundball
universe, from six NBA cities to pro
leagues in Spain and Greece to North
America’s pro ball Siberia, the minor
leagues. Hell, he’s even played in the real
Siberia. And in Can I Keep My Jersey?,

Shirley finally puts down roots long enough
to deliver one of the great locker-room
chronicles of the modern age. With sharp
elbows and an even sharper wit,
Shirley–whose writings have been
described as “wildly entertaining” by The
Wall Street Journal–drops hilarious
commentary, revealing which teams have
the best cheerleaders (he’s spent many a
time-out watching them ply their trade),
why Christ is rapidly becoming every
team’s “sixth man,” and even the best ways
to get bloodstains out of your game
uniform, using only an ordinary bar of soap
and a hotel bathroom sink. From sharing the
court with Kobe and Shaq to perusing the
food court at some mall in a bush-league
burg; from taking pregame layups to getting
laid out by a stray knee from an NBA power
forward; from hopping a limo to the team’s
charter jet to dashing to catch the van home
from a B-league game in Tijuana, Shirley
dishes on what it’s like to try to make it as a
professional athlete. Can I Keep My Jersey?
is a rollicking, thoughtful, even thought-
provoking insider’s look at a pro baller’s
life on the fringe. Like Jim Bouton’s Ball
Four or John Feinstein’s A Season on the
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Brink, Shirley’s odyssey deserves to find a
home on every sports fan’s bookshelf.
A Novel Entangled: Brazen
In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller
from Harlan Coben, a dead man's secrets fall
into the hands of a vigilante antihero—drawing
him down a dangerous road. Over twenty years
ago, the heiress Patricia Lockwood was
abducted during a robbery of her family's
estate, then locked inside an isolated cabin for
months. Patricia escaped, but so did her
captors — and the items stolen from her family
were never recovered. Until now. On the
Upper West Side, a recluse is found murdered
in his penthouse apartment, alongside two
objects of note: a stolen Vermeer painting and
a leather suitcase bearing the initials WHL3.
For the first time in years, the authorities have
a lead — not only on Patricia's kidnapping, but
also on another FBI cold case — with the
suitcase and painting both pointing them
toward one man. Windsor Horne Lockwood III
— or Win, as his few friends call him — doesn't
know how his suitcase and his family's stolen
painting ended up with a dead man. But his
interest is piqued, especially when the FBI tells
him that the man who kidnapped his cousin
was also behind an act of domestic terrorism —
and that the conspirators may still be at large.
The two cases have baffled the FBI for

decades, but Win has three things the FBI
doesn't: a personal connection to the case; an
ungodly fortune; and his own unique brand of
justice.
My Plan to Stop Stressing, Avoid Drama,
and Maintain Inner Cool Pinnacle Books
How far would you go for revenge? A hit-
and-run accident leaves Jersey Six
orphaned and homeless on the streets of
Newark, shattering her dreams of school
dances, pink nail polish, and a diploma.
Eight years later, a burn victim with
amnesia wanders into Jersey's barely-
existent life. She resists his efforts to form
a friendship until he reveals knowledge of
the person responsible for derailing her
future. Through their unusual friendship,
she discovers a way to avenge the deaths of
her foster parents. All she has to do is
destroy the world's biggest rock star. In the
ultimate game of sex, lies, and
manipulation, can Jersey discover the truth?
Or will she be blinded by attraction,
deceived by love, and destroyed by her
past?
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